
Core Azure Services
Continue your Azure journey with 
Windows 365, Azure Virtual Desktop, 
and Microsoft Intune.

Who is this Certification For?
If you’re an MSP working in Microsoft Azure, or if you’re considering whether Azure is 
a good fit for your business, then this course is for you!

The first step in building a cloud practice is familiarizing yourself with the 
fundamental concepts around Microsoft Azure. We’ll explore each of these topics 
and more in this certification, which altogether will give you a firm foundation to 
build on as you set out on your Azure journey.

Prerequisites
Familiarity with configuring and 
administrating on-premises 
environments. The NAF-100 is an 
excellent entry point for other Microsoft 
certifications, including: 
• MD-102 (Managing Modern Desktops)
• AZ-104 (Microsoft Azure Administrator)
• AZ-900 (Microsoft Azure Fundamentals)

Nerdio Azure Fundamentals Syllabus Est. 2–3 Hours
Azure Categories
Explore the service types that MSPs 
commonly use in the Microsoft Azure 
cloud computing platform. 

The Azure Hierarchy
Delve into each of the level of the Azure 
Hierarchy and learn more about how 
they relate to one another.

Identity & Identity Management 
Options
Discover the power of Identity and the 
Identity Management Options available 
in Microsoft Azure.

Selecting Foundational 
Resources
Get familiar with Compute, Storage, and 
Networking – three pillar resources that 
underpin every Azure virtual machine.

Azure Subscriptions
Learn how Subscriptions in Azure help to 
aggregate billing for Azure services and  
streamline invoicing.

Microsoft 365 & Azure
Discover how Microsoft 365 and Azure 
work together to offer a robust end user 
experience.

Resource Groups & Resources
Plan and create logical structure for the 
services and resources in the 
environments you support.

Core Concepts
• Microsoft Azure Services & Resources
• Identity & Identity Management
• The Azure Hierarchy
• Microsoft 365
• Microsoft Intune
• Windows 365
• Azure Virtual Desktop

Nerdio Azure Fundamentals
NAF-100
Azure Fundamentals for the modern MSP


